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Plot[ edit ] After making love with Buffy , Angel is racked with pain as his soul is ripped from him. In the
street, he kills a passer-by when she offers to help him. He goes to the factory to join Spike and Drusilla , but
the Judge attacks him. It is unable to burn him because Angel has fully reverted to the evil Angelus. Spike,
Drusilla, and Angelus are clearly pleased to be reunited. Angelus vows to destroy Buffy for how she made him
feel when he was Angel. While researching a way to defeat the Judge, a demon with the power to destroy the
world whom "no weapon forged" can harm, Xander and Cordelia are caught kissing in the library by a jealous
Willow. Buffy finds Angel in his apartment, not knowing that he is now Angelus, and he blows her off,
laughing at her as she weeps. Jenny is castigated by her uncle Enyos, who tells her that if Angel has one
moment of true happiness, the curse placed on him will be broken and his new soul taken from him. Angelus
terrorizes Willow and the Gang at school, emotionally tormenting Buffy. Buffy has a dream in which Angel
indicates that Jenny knows more than she is letting on. The next morning Buffy confronts Jenny who tells her
that Angelus was cursed with a soul in vengeance for what he did to her people, and that Enyos had tasked her
with keeping Buffy and Angel apart. Buffy begins to accept that she has to kill Angelus. Xander, using
memories from being a soldier on Halloween , hatches a plan to kill the Judge. He and Cordelia break into an
army base and steal a shoulder-launched rocket. Tracking down the Judge, who is slaughtering people at a
crowded mall, Buffy blows him to bits with the anti-tank weapon. Buffy stalks Angelus through the fleeing
crowd and, when he ambushes her, they battle ferociously. Reaching a stand-off, Buffy is still unwilling to kill
Angelus and settles for kicking him in the crotch. Buffy blames herself for everything that has happened, but
Giles reassures her that although she acted rashly, she and Angel loved each other and that Giles still supports
and respects her. Although the fan base wanted Buffy and Angel to be together romantically, Whedon says,
"What people want is not what they need. Arc significance[ edit ] This is the first instance where Xander
reveals he has retained military knowledge after the events of the Halloween episode. It was watched by 8.
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The two missing children and the mysterious death berthed a police operation and a curfew, nobody under
sixteen allowed outside on the streets past seven. Dusk draws quicker in the Autumn and the sky is already
turning into a blood soaked canopy. Came here with my brother back in the summertime. The trio march
through the dense forest, twigs snap, the soundtrack of nature and the shafts of light which shower through the
trees is the definition of tranquillity. They start walking on a rocky and rough pathway which is scattered with
tropical and crisp leaves of Autumn. Two collapsed trees block the pathway and the splintered heap looks like
a deathtrap and the entrance to Hell if they dare to climb over it. The ravine twists and turns, fragments of the
forest flowed down into the ravine during the previous rainstorm and the boys stumble upon a dead and
mangled deer. Like somebody attacked it with sheers and why is the animals belly all ripped open? The ravine
starts getting narrower and it expires when it reaches a crumbled stone entrance, pentagon shaped and dressed
in moss. About a mile or so from here is the castle ruins and this tunnel is an entrance into the castle. Chris
after the discovery went into his local library and investigated into the town history. The fortress was built in
the 12th century and abandoned when the last heir Arthur Royce died on the Western Front in The buried
secrets and the remains of immorality from the extinct Royce family lurk inside within the chambers. Jeffrey
takes a flashlight but cowards behind, Chris and Aden take the lead and crouching down like turtles they shift
through the tunnel. The more they move from the daylight the more the air turns frozen and droplets of moist
spit onto them. Jeffry glances behind his shoulder and you cannot see the daylight anymore. The travel
through the tunnel felt infinite. It got colder and their youthful curiosity grew more. Shallow puddles of filth
has made their trainers and socks dirty and wet. A massive chamber with pillars and collapsed beams of wood,
clambering out of the tunnel the atmosphere has turned glacial. Like penguins huddled together they
investigate the chamber, they find centuries old furniture and they move with caution fearful of the floor and
ceiling collapsing onto them. They find a stairway leading downwards to a door with rusted hinges and a
colossal ring handle. With struggle they manage to push open the door and a repulsive smell shoots up their
nostrils and their instincts are tingling however being impulsive and curious are the ingredients of
adolescence. Chris yelps in agony and shock, his forearm is broken and blood dribbles from his forehead.
Aden shines the light and hovers the flashlight scanning the chamber like a lighthouse. The light exposes the
darkness and a terrifying surprise which exterminates their innocence. Pinned to the grimy wall like an animal
pelt is the flayed flesh of a man, recently alive and the blood which flows down the wall is only recently dry.
Chris spews, Aden is struck with nausea his skin turning to the colour of milk and Jeffrey starts
hyperventilating, he stumbles backwards and he collides backwards crushing into a bony carcass which still
has ribbons of flesh attached to the rib-cage. Jeffrey yanks out his inhaler, lodges it into his mouth and
squeezes the rapidly, Aden snatches the inhaler from Jeffrey and sticks it into his own gob which calms his
trembling. Two years ago, Aden found his Uncle Patrick dangling from the beam in his shed but Uncle Patrick
had his body intact but this person decorated on the wall is nothing except a coat of skin. He was my English
teacher bastard said that I was too slow and put me in the special ed class. We need to get out of here right
now. The flashlights which were dropped onto the floor start flickering, Aden picks up the flashlight shaking it
and Chris does the same but the rays of light still shimmer. Backing away they struggle climbing up the
crumbled stairway and the more they attempt the more the stones and earth collapse. The shrieking draws
nearer, unable to clamber up the broken stairway they run behind a stone pillar and they switch off their
flashlights. The three of them watch the moon coloured eyes drift through the darkness while being pioneered
by fear. Scared the boys turn on their flashlights and beam the light towards the unknown being and the light
reveals a bat the size of a man, folded wings, skin like leather, it has a gargoyle face and when it shrieks the
creature reveals its row of needle teeth. The boys make a run for it,they sprint and practically leap up onto
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stairway, into the previous chamber they get lost for a moment but they locate the entrance to the tunnel.
Shrieking and footsteps follow them, scrambling into the tunnel they move fast like rats on speed. The winged
creature moves faster and it also scrambles into the tunnel chasing them with its wings scraping against the
walls. Screaming in pain Aden using his other leg kicks the creature and Chris pokes himself back inside
grabbing Aden and yanking him out. Aden manages to escape the jaws of the creature, the creature pokes its
upper body out of the tunnel but the daylight scorches it. Chris and Jeffrey help the wounded Aden and they
escape back through the ravine, Aden moans and groans in agony veins of blood cascade from the teeth marks
in his ankle. Relentlessly and pumped with horror and shock they climb out of ravine and crawl up the slope,
moving through the woodland they get out into an open meadow. Aden collapses on a mound, Chris and
Jeffrey fall flat on their backsides. The view is the infinity of meadows and woodland coated hills. Blood
begins flowing faster and his skin starts turning blackish and purple. Whatever that creature was and despite
praying that this is all a dream Chris knows that premature death is now possible. The sky is blood soaked and
the blood of their former innocence decorates the tropical Autumn leaves and the dirt. Curiosity killed their
innocence.
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Excerpt In the December issue of National Geographic there was a well illustrated article on the recent
excavations at the Herodian. In the article, the author made this bold statement, reflecting current historical
and theological understanding: Was Herod the Great really innocent of this crime, or did this criminal act
actually happen? I had done a Christmas series of messages every D Historical Narrative and Truth in the
Bible We must work with the literary as well as the historical dimensions of Biblical narrative. Tags Support
Like this artice? Our Ministry relies on the generosity of people like you. Every small donation helps us
develop and publish great articles. In the December issue of National Geographic there was a well illustrated
article on the recent excavations at the Herodian. Michael Grant, a popular writer on historical themes says of
the Massacre of the Innocents: Was the slaughter of the innocents a tale, myth, folk-lore, or legend? Or was it
a historical event? Unfortunately archaeologists have yet to excavate the archives of the Jerusalem Post from
the year 4 BC! Nor does the first century AD Jewish historian, Flavius Josephus record this event in any of his
writings. Even though secular history is silent on this event it does not mean it did not occur. When the life of
Herod the Great is examined, this event is very consistent with his character and actions so this is pointing to
the fact that it did happen as recorded in Holy Scripture. The Gospel of Matthew records the event in this
manner: Then was fulfilled what was spoken by Jeremiah the prophet, saying: His topic was the life of Herod
the Great. Sitting next to me was Dr. Bruce Narramore, a Christian psychologist from Biola University. Gafni
recounted a seminar that was held at Hebrew University a few years before. Attending it were historians and
archaeologists of the Second Temple period as well as psychiatrists and psychologists. They laid out
figuratively speaking Herod the Great on the psychiatric couch and preceded to psychoanalyze him. The
historians explained a recurring pattern in the life of Herod. He would hear a rumor that somebody was going
to bump him off and take over his throne, but Herod would kill that person first. He would then go into
depression. After awhile he would come out of his depression and would build, build, build. He would hear
another rumor and would kill that person, then go into another depression. After awhile he would come out of
this depression and would build, build, build. This cycle repeated itself a number of times in which numerous
people were killed, including one of his ten wives as well as three of his sons! The shrinks diagnosed Herod
the Great as a paranoid schizophrenic. After the lecture I turned to Dr. Narramore and asked his analysis of
Herod: The Historical Plausibility of the Slaughter of the Innocents It is true; Josephus does not record the
slaughter of the innocents in Bethlehem. He does, however, record a number of ruthless murders by Herod in
order to keep his throne secure. He was, however, a king without a kingdom. Upon his return to the Land of
Israel, he was given a Roman army and was eventually able to capture Jerusalem. The first order of business
was to eliminate his Hasmonean predecessors. Herod continued to purge the Hasmonean family. He
eliminated his brother-in-law, Aristobulus, who was at the time an 18 year old High Priest. He even killed his
second wife Miriamme in 29 BC. She was his beloved Hasmonean bride whom he loved to death [literally, no
pun intended] Antiquities Herod also had three of his sons killed. Herod the Great became extremely paranoid
during the last four years of his life BC. On one occasion, in 7 BC, he had military leaders executed
Antiquities For a full discussion of these historical events, see France and Maier AD , one of the last pagan
writers in Rome, in his book Saturnalia, wrote: Macrobius may have gotten some of his historical facts
garbled, but he could have given us a chronological key as well. If he was referring to the death of Antipater in
4 BC, the slaughter of the Innocents would have been one of the last, if not the last, brutal killings of Herod
before he died. Herod would not kill a pig because he kept kosher, at least among the Jews; yet he had no
qualms killing his own sons! Why did Josephus not record this event? There are several possible explanations
as to why Josephus did not record this event. First, Josephus, writing at the end of the first century AD may
not have been aware of the slaughter in Bethlehem at the end of the first century BC. There were some pivotal
events in the first century AD that Josephus does not record. For example, the episode of the golden Roman
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shields in Jerusalem which was the cause of the bad blood between Herod Antipas and Pontus Pilate cf. It
should also be pointed out that Josephus got some of his information from Nicolas of Damascus who was
Herod the Greats friend and personal historian. Nicolas may not have recorded such a terrible deed so as not to
blacken the reputation of his friend any more than he had too Brown Second, the massacre might not have
been as large as later church history records. The Martyrdom of Matthew states that 3, baby were slaughtered.
The Byzantine liturgy places the number at 14, and the Syrian tradition says 64, innocent children were killed
Brown Yet Professor William F. The number of male children, two years old or younger, would be about six
or seven Maier This would hardly be a newsworthy event in light of what else was going on at the time.
Please do not get me wrong, one innocent child being killed is a horrific tragedy. The wise men from the east
do not arrive in Jerusalem to visit Herod and then go on to Bethlehem until at least 50 days after the birth of
the Lord Jesus, but more than likely a year to a year and a half later. When Mary performed the ritual of
purification for her firstborn in the Temple she offered two turtledoves, the offering of the poor Luke 2: If the
wise men had already arrived with their gold, frankincense and myrrh, Mary would have been obligated to
offer a lamb and would have had the means to do so Lev. Herod calculated the age of the young Child based
on the testimony of the wise men as to when the star first appeared. He ordered the killing of all male children
in Bethlehem and its immediate vicinity who were two years old and younger 2: Herod dies in March of 4 BC,
just under two years from the birth of Jesus. Right before he dies, Herod realizes nobody will mourn for him at
his death. He hatched a diabolical scheme to make sure everybody will morn at his death, even if it was not for
him. He ordered all the notable Jews from all parts of his kingdom to come to him in Jericho under penalty of
death. He placed them in the hippodrome of Jericho and left instructions for the soldiers to kill all the notables
upon his death Antiquities Fortunately, after the death of Herod, his sister Salome countermanded the order
and released the Jewish leaders. Ironically, Herod died on the Feast of Purim and there was much rejoicing at
the death of Herod the Wicked cf. Five days before he died, Herod executed his oldest son Antipater
Antiquities Josephus, even if he knew of the slaughter of the innocents, would have deemed this episode
unimportant in light of all the other monumental events going on at the time of the death of Herod the Great,
thus not including it in his writings. Conclusions The slaughter of the innocents is unattested in secular
records, but the historical plausibility of this event happening is consistent with the character and actions of
Herod the Great. Besides killing his enemies, he had no qualms in killing family members and friends as well.
Herod would not have given a second thought about killing a handful of babies in a small, obscure village
south of Jerusalem in order to keep his throne secure for himself, or his sons, even if it was one of the last
dastardly deeds he committed before he died. Bibliography Albright, William; and C. Searching for the
Treasures of the Copper Scrolls. Loeb Classical Library Berlin and New York: Harvard Theological Review
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In , the Innocence Project, along with the Texas Observer, the Innocence Project of Texas and the Texas Innocence
Network filed a lawsuit to obtain the hair for DNA testing. In , Judge Paul Murphy ruled in favor of the Observer and the
innocence groups and ordered prosecutors to turn over the evidence for DNA testing.

Share via Email Death row unit in Huntsville, Texas. The details are shocking. Death row inmates were
exonerated nine times more frequently than others convicted of murder. One-fourth of those exonerated of
murder had received a death sentence, while half of those who had been wrongfully convicted of rape or
murder faced death or a life behind bars. Ten of the inmates went to their grave before their names were
cleared. The leading causes of wrongful convictions include perjury, flawed eyewitness identification and
prosecutorial misconduct. For those who have placed unequivocal faith in the US criminal justice system and
believe that all condemned prisoners are guilty of the crime of which they were convicted, the data must make
for a rude awakening. The unveiling of the exoneration registry comes days after a groundbreaking study from
Columbia law school Professor James Liebman and 12 students. DeLuna was put to death for the murder of
Wanda Lopez, a young woman, at a gas station. Recently also, Charlie Baird, a Texas judge, was prepared to
issue an order posthumously exonerating Cameron Todd Willingham , who was executed in for the
arson-related deaths of his three young daughters. Based upon "overwhelming, credible and reliable
evidence", Baird concluded Willingham had been wrongfully convicted; this in addition to a jailhouse witness
who recanted his testimony, and scientists who challenged the evidence at trial that the fire that destroyed the
Willingham home was caused by arson. Baird was blocked by a state appeals court from issuing the order
before he left the bench to pursue private practice. And again in Texas, lawyers for Kerry Max Cook , a former
death row prisoner who was wrongfully convicted of a murder in East Texas, claim that the district attorney in
the case withheld in his possession the murder weapon and biological evidence in the case. In , the American
death penalty has reached a crossroads. Public support for executions has decreased over the years, with
capital punishment critics citing its high cost, failure to deter crime , and the fact that the practice places the
nation out of step with international human rights norms. Last year, the US ranked fifth in the world in
executions, a member of a select club of nations that includes China, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Iran. Further, in
the US states that have repealed the death penalty in recent years â€” including New Mexico, New Jersey,
Illinois and, most recently, Connecticut â€” the killing of the innocent has been cited as a pivotal factor in
favor of abolition. Meanwhile, thanks to an EU embargo on lethal injection drugs to the US, states that
practice capital punishment are faced with a shortage of poison to execute prisoners. Some have resorted to
purchasing unapproved drug supplies on the black market, or using different chemicals altogether. For
example, Ohio has abandoned its three-drug protocol for executions in favor of a single drug called
pentobarbital, a barbiturate used to euthanize animals. Apparently desperate and lacking in options to kill,
these states would be better-served by joining the civilized world and devoting their efforts to end the death
penalty, rather than find new methods to satisfy their bloodlust â€” which, as the new evidence makes
abundantly clear, cannot but cause them to execute innocent citizens. According to the Death Penalty
Information Center , men and women have been released from death row since due to innocence. It is now
transparent to the public that, at best, the application of the death penalty is rife with human error and
incompetence. At worst, we know there is prosecutorial misconduct:
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Her father, Atticus, is assigned a court case where he has to defend an African American that is accused of
raping and assaulting a white woman. A major theme throughout the novel is loss of innocence. When people
lose their innocence it changes their viewpoint on life. It also can cause them to have a sudden realization that
can mess with their emotions, which causes them to have a new outlook on life. In To Kill a Mocking Bird, all
of the characters lose their innocence one way or another, and it has given them a more mature viewpoint of
life. First, Jem lost his innocence, and it made him very troubled. Next, Boo Radley lost his innocence, and it
caused him to look out for Scout and Jem. Jem only looked at the facts, not what they look like or the race of
Tom. By Jem coming out of his cocoon he must face the cruelties of reality and abandon the shielded world
that Atticus has created for his children, which became a big challenge for him when entering manhood.
Secondly, Boo lost his innocence when he left the comfort of his house to protect and care for Jem and Scout
and when the children realized that he actually exists. He usually just locks himself up in the loneliness of his
house, so when Scout found out that he was right behind her she made a huge deal about it. Boo always has
the best intentions for Jem and Scout and he only leaves the house to watch after them. Boo was continuously
leaving little hints for the children to know about his existence. First he was leaving hints with the items he
left in the tree for them, then he put the blanket on Scout. Boo is also responsible for saving the lives of Scout
and Jem. Boo finally revealed himself to the children when he saved them from Bob Ewell trying to kill them.
Since Boo grew up with never leaving the house very much, when Boo finally did leave his house he grew up.
He would have to deal with a new environment. Lastly, Scout lost her innocence when she realized that Boo
Radley exists and when she walked him home for the first and final time. The big mystery of Boo Radley was
solved. She imagined him looking out the front window watching the children and neighborhood do different
things throughout each season during the year. This changed her because she realized that someone who never
comes out of their house could know everything they ever wanted to by just looking, it made Scout think that
Boo was actually a person. A very good person, that is. In conclusion, Jem, Boo, and Scout all matured one
way or another when they lost their innocence. Throughout the book, they all encountered many things that
caused them to lose their innocence. Boo matured when he lost his innocence by leaving his house to protect
the children. Jem and Scout lost their innocence way too soon and Boo lost his innocence late in life. Losing
their innocence gave everyone a more mature outlook on life, it also will affect the rest of their life by how
they think and act. No more mockingbirds shall die, just listen to them sing.
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Carlos DeLuna was executed in Texas in for the stabbing death of Wanda Lopez. 6 DeLuna maintained his innocence
throughout his imprisonment and insisted another individual by the name of Carlos Hernandez was really the killer.

MegaRdaniels Ben Tennyson never seem to run out of crazy adventures, but this has to be one of his craziest
yet. When he is discovered by Night Raid, a group of assassins fighting for the Revolutionary Army, Ben must
decide whether to join them or become a soldier for the corrupt Imperial Capital. Hello guys of the FanFiction
World. Raleigh D bringing you a new chapter for the story, "Ultimate ga Kill". I hope you all enjoy this fic as
much as I hope and I hope I have the chance to give you all a marathon between next week and the next.
Expect new chapters in mass around two weeks because I would be working on 7 throughout the week.
Anyway, I hope you all enjoy this fic, please always leave reviews, they are always appreciated. Kill the
Innocent Ben sat down with Mine and Tatsumi as he began to explain himself on what happened. Ben was not
a bad guy and showed little hostility towards them. Tatsumi could sense that, albeit slower than Mine. I was
stabbed and I got lucky. You were extremely lucky," Tatsumi said. Big Chill guy, you would have been dead.
I mean I tried to make sense of it at first never knew a person such as yourself could even handle her. It allows
me to transform into Tatsumi was nudged again, "Ow, I was being truthful. I mean, from what I saw in the
Empire was bad enough. They are a band of assassins who want to change the world from what I heard from a
friend. And from the looks of it, based on your weapons One man was a tall, muscular young man with blue
eyes and black hair that he usually wore in a combed up, heart-shaped pompadour; a slender woman with long
purple hair and purple eyes. She usually wore a revealing sleeveless lilac cheongsam with detached lilac arm
sleeves and white boots. She had Imperial Arms with her, a pair of giant scissors with a happy panda bear on
the front. She wore glasses and had a scar on her right cheek; a young man with shoulder-length green hair,
green eyes and red goggles on top of his head. She had to let her in. He just backed away. Ben walked
backwards trying his hardest not to get too close to the woman. Some winner you are," she said with a smug.
He turned to Mine, "Guys I may need some help here! So stop crying and take it like a man! So prepare
yourself because here comes the pain! Ben quickly dodged her upcoming attacks and ran. Okay, I bet you
have a taste for Humungasaur! It had no tail. The strange creature was also muscular and had green eyes. It
had stripes on his shoulders, head, legs and upper body. It had a white jaw, neck, chest plates, hands and feet.
The Ultimatrix was located in the center of its chest. Leone got in her kata. However, reality soon set in pretty
quickly. He was no better than any other Danger Beast they faced so this transformation was nothing different.
That is until it spoke I have taken down dozens of creatures like this form. Easy to take down! Both
combatants charged towards the other; when they finalyl met, each combatant started trading blows against
each other having the rest of Night Raid to watch in horror. Leone smiled, spitting out blood,
"Congratualtions, you just made me mad. But I could be wrong. He had transformed into that blue robot thing
Leone described earlier yesterday same with Akame with that blue bug thing. I think, if I went against him,
would I last long? Or would I beat him? At first I thought that I was going to die. But he let me live. If he was
as bad as we thought, he would have killed Leone right here and now. Not only that but I think Leone knows
this. Stood in her feet and got into her kata. Leone was beyond angry. Not saying a word she and Rath dashed
towards each other for the epic final battle. He continued to laugh at the results as well did the others. And for
Leone to keep up is not surprising. She is reckless when it comes to an fight," Bulat said. Once they do, you
know the rest," Akame said speeding up ahead of everyone. Sheele took a sharp look at Ben as they continued
to walk back to base. I hope you all enjoyed this chapter as much as I have writing it! Plus, I have been
hearing from a lot of people that they wanted to see Rath in this story so I was like, okay. I have one in mind,
but I want to know your opinions. Anyway, I hope you all enjoyed this chapter as much as I have writing it.
Please always leave reviews, they are always appreciated and until we meet again, I bid you all an adieu and
Peace and Merry Christmas! Your review has been posted.
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Background[ edit ] Matthew 2 tells how the Magi , wise men from the East skilled in the interpretation of
heavenly signs, come to Jerusalem seeking the one born to be king of the Jews. King Herod, deeply disturbed,
seeks the advice of his priests and scribes the "teachers of the law" , who inform him that according to the
prophets the Messiah will be born in Bethlehem, about five miles away. Herod sends the Magi there, telling
them to come at once and inform him when they find the child so that he may go and pay homage. The Magi
discover Jesus, but return home by another way after an angel warns them not to alert Herod because he
intends to kill the infant. This, says Matthew, was in fulfillment of the words of the prophet Jeremiah: And
when Herod knew that he had been mocked by the Magi, in a rage he sent murderers, saying to them: Slay the
children from two years old and under. And Mary, having heard that the children were being killed, was
afraid, and took the infant and swaddled Him, and put Him into an ox-stall. And Elizabeth, having heard that
they were searching for John, took him and went up into the hill-country, and kept looking where to conceal
him. And there was no place of concealment. And Elizabeth, groaning with a loud voice, says: O mountain of
God, receive mother and child. And immediately the mountain was cleft, and received her. And a light shone
about them, for an angel of the Lord was with them, watching over them. When he [emperor Augustus] heard
that among the boys in Syria under two years old whom Herod, king of the Jews, had ordered killed, his own
son was also killed, he said: Coptic sources raise the number to , and place the event on 29 December. The
carol was performed in Coventry in England as part of a mystery play called The Pageant of the Shearmen and
Tailors. The play depicts the Christmas story from chapter two in the Gospel of Matthew. The carol refers to
the Massacre of the Innocents, in which Herod ordered all male infants two years old and under in Bethlehem
to be killed. It is the only carol that has survived from this play. The author is unknown. The oldest known text
was written down by Robert Croo in , and the oldest known printing of the melody dates from The Pageant of
the Shearmen and Tailors, performed in Coventry, England, included a haunting song about the episode, now
known as the Coventry Carol. These events were likewise in one of the Medieval N-Town Plays. It was an
alternative to the Flight into Egypt in cycles of the Life of the Virgin. It decreased in popularity in Gothic art ,
but revived in the larger works of the Renaissance , when artists took inspiration for their "Massacres" from
Roman reliefs of the battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs to the extent that they showed the figures heroically
nude. One version, now in Munich, was engraved and reproduced as a painting as far away as colonial Peru. In
the novel The Fall La Chute by Albert Camus , the incident is argued by the main character to be the reason
why Jesus chose to let himself be crucifiedâ€”as he escaped the punishment intended for him while many
others died, he felt responsible and died in guilt. Guilt-ridden ever after, Joseph finally expiates his sin by
letting himself be crucified an event not narrated in the New Testament.
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The Massacre of the Innocents is an event reported in the Gospel of Matthew in which Herod the Great, king of Judea,
orders the execution of all male children two years old and under in the vicinity of Bethlehem to avoid the loss of his
throne to a newborn King of the Jews whose birth had been announced to him by the Magi.

Get Access To Kill a Mockingbird: The mockingbird sings for the sake of singing, and an innocent child
possesses an inborn joyfulness, as natural as instinct. However, three years in the life of 8-year-old Scout
Finch, her brother, Jem, and their father, Atticus, are consumed by the arrest and eventual trial of a young
black man accused of raping a white woman. By the end of the novel, their world has expanded to enclose the
irrational nature of humans. Lee uses a combination of insignificant and profound events: To Kill a
Mockingbird: Innocence We have so large base of authors that we can prepare a unique summary of any book.
How fast would you like to get it? She is not doing it intentionally, she is just curious because she has never
seen people who eat that way. She is too young to understand the social graces of Southern hospitality that
dictate that you are always to make people feel at home and welcome no matter how unusual their habits may
be. Scout and Jem are surrounded by racism and prejudice as children, but until they mature , they do not see it
for what it is, until something enormously, obviously wrong occurs close to home. At first Scout does not
understand what is wrong and keeps asking Jem questions about what is happening. With Jem being able to do
this, this proves that Jem has matured greatly since the beginning. But what surprised Scout and blew Jem
away was the obvious unfairness of the verdict. Atticus has shielded Scout and her brother from any outward
prejudice against blacks. However, even he could not keep out the thought that coloured were not quite the
same. As a result, racism and its effects entered the ever-expanding world of the Finch children. Because of
the perspective of childhood innocence, Boo Radley is given no identity apart from the youthful superstitions
that surround him, and it is these superstitions that leave Jem and Scout oblivious to the fact that Boo just
wants to protect them. With these expressions they demonstrated how innocent the children are. Originally
portrayed as a freak and a lunatic, Boo Radley continues to gain the sympathy of the children. When Nathan
Radley closes the hole, Scout sees it as no more gifts, but Jem takes it more to heart. It is when Scout and Jem
need saving that Scout understands that Boo was just merely looking out for them. Scout losses her innocence
when she realizes that Boo Radley has given so much to them- gifts in the tree, a warm blanket on a cold
night, folded up pants on a fence and their LIVES, but they have never repaid him. The naivete and purity
have been replaced by the knowledge of human nature and the corruption of our world. The world is no longer
simple, and the mockingbird is dead.
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DOWNLOAD PDF THE INNOCENCE THAT KILLS
Chapter 9 : The Innocents | Netflix Official Site
The Innocents (Trailer 1) A Chicago detective leads the hunt for an elusive serial killer whose crimes are timed to the
lunar cycle in this sleek sci-fi thriller.

The book cover art copyright is believed to belong to the publisher, J. Her father, Atticus Finch, is the person
to whom she looks up to the most, so she learns many life lessons from him. Early in the novel, she also learns
quite a bit about how the adult world works from her teacher, Miss Caroline. Boo Radley also plays a central
role in teaching Scout valuable lessons in the novel. Miss Caroline When Scout first starts school, she is eager
to learn. When her teacher, Miss Caroline, calls on her to read the alphabet written on the board, Miss Caroline
becomes upset to learn the Scout already knows how to read. Loss of Innocence Atticus Finch Scout learns
many valuable lessons from her father throughout the novel. Atticus tries to teach his children about fairness
in a world that rarely seems fair. Though the rest of the community has racist attitudes toward African
Americans, Atticus teaches Scout and Jem to treat all people with respect. As a result, Scout has a great
relationship with their African American housekeeper, Calpurnia, and sees her as a mother-figure. Even when
the rest of the town wanted the black man Tom Robinson killed for the alleged rape of Mayella Ewell, a white
woman, Atticus took his case and did his best to defend him. This also reinforced how awful and unfair the
racist beliefs of the community really were. Throughout the novel, Scout and Jem thought of Boo Radley as a
scary, almost mythical, figure. Because they had never seen him, they let their imaginations run wild with
every rumor they heard and thought he was a horrible and dangerous person. When they finally do get to know
him, it is when he saves their lives. Scout and Jem find out that it was he who had been leaving them gifts
inside the tree the whole time. The person they thought to be evil and dangerous turned out to be someone
they could trust completely. Through several losses of innocence, she gains new perspectives on how the
world works. Through these experiences, Scout matured into a young woman with a good heart and sense of
fairness with the help of her father and the other adults in her life. To Kill a Mockingbird.
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